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The modern traditional, multilevel mansion of British 

singer/songwriter Robbie Williams and his wife, Adya 

Field, is now on the market for $11 million. Situated at 3312 

Clerendon Road in Beverly Hills (between Beverly Glen and 

Benedict Canyon, in the affluent guard-gated community 

of Mulholland Estates), the 10,000-plus square foot, newly 

remodeled home features seven bedrooms (including a 

guest suite with a kitchenette and a lavish master suite 

with a roomy sitting room, a custom closet, a view terrace 

and a Zen-like bath). “The master suite is off-the-charts 

amazing, featuring an incredible bathroom/spa and giant 

views of the San Fernando Valley and mountains beyond,” 

says Jeff Kohl, who is co-listing the property with Mauricio 

Umansky, both of The Agency. Other highlights include a 

dining room with a mirrored wall, a gym, a recording studio, 

and a 33,549 square foot lot featuring a beautiful backyard 

replete with a kitchen, living room, dining area, pool with 

waterfall, spa, and of course, those breathtaking views.
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Art meets architecture at this newly constructed 

home at 938 Palms Blvd., No. 2, in the eclectic 

beach community of Venice. Here artists Nancy 

Monk and Randy West united with architect 

Rebecca Binder to create a 2,100 square foot 

gem complete with its own piece of exterior 

stenciled artwork complementing the sleek 

design. Just a couple of the neat features you’ll 

find inside the gated two-bedroom home: a 

living room and kitchen that open to a private 

bamboo-lined patio and a swank rooftop deck 

boasting palm and sunset views. “The home is 

airy and bright, yet private,” says listing agent 

Kerry Ann Sullivan of Halton Pardee + Partners. 

“It is truly a retreat in the middle of all of the 

Venice action. It is close to The Linc, which is 

the newest Venice hot spot, yet still nearby the 

old favorite Abbot Kinney and all that it has to 

offer.” Priced at $1.975 million.
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